Annual reports of the town officers of the town of Hopkinton, comprising those of the selectmen, treasurer, town clerk, highway agents, school board, library trustees and auditors for the year ending January 31, 1941 by Hopkinton Town Representatives
'RTS lOl'^m TOPKINTON







COMPRISING THOSE OF THE
Selectmen, Treasurer, Town Clerk,
Highway Agents, School Board,
Library Trustees and Auditors,
FOR THE
YEAR ENDING JANUARY 31, 1941




Selectmen—Joseph H. Young, term expires 1941 ; Ralph E.
Crawford, Term expires 1942 ; John S. Ball, term ex-
pires 1943.
Town Clerk—Arthur C. Huntoon
Treasurer—Lewis A. Nelson
Tax Collector—George E. Patch
Highway Agents—Albert J. Provencher, Contoocook Dis-
trict ; Hugh V. Fernandes, Hopkinton District
Overseer of Poor—Will H. Milton
Auditors—Harold R. Clough, Neal J. Rice, D'. Jay Fuller
Trustees of Trust Funds—Mabel F. Davis, term expires
1941; Robert T. Gould, term expires 1942; Elsie D.
Kimball, term expires 1943
Health Officer—Frank H. Reed
Fence Viewers—Nathaniel F. Davis, Robert T. Gould,
Byron K. Symonds
Constable—Walter G. Crory
Fire Wards—Lewis A. Nelson, for Contoocook ; Ernest S.
Archibald, for Hopkinton Village ; Nathaniel F. Davis,
for West Hopkinton
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Tree Warden—Richard A. Brunei
Library Trustees—Susie C. Peaslee, term expires 1941;
Frank I. Morrill, term expires 1942; Stephen F. Beals,
term expires 1943
Weighers—Nathaniel F. Davis, Edward Barton, Harold R.
Clough, Robert D. Brown
Sextons—Irving D. Burbank, Harold R. Clough, Daniel H.
Dustin, Ira A. Putney Ralph E. Crawford, Albert J.
Provencher
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—Thomas B. Card, Gilbert
Astles, Joseph H. Young, Stuart Astles.
Town Forestry Board—Robert T. Gould, term expires
1941 ; George E. Barnard, term expires 1942; Milton J.
Walker, term expires 1943
Budget Committee—Lewis A. Nelson, Nathaniel F. Davis,
term expires 1941 ; Neal J. Rice, Milton J. Walker, term
expires 1942; James A. Weast, Ralph H. George, term
expires 1943
Supervisors—Hiram E. Conant, Benjamin C. Wescott, Ed-
mund G. Danforth
Town Planning Board—Joseph H. Young, ex-officio; For-
est Gillingham, 1941 ; Neal J. Rice, R. A. Brunei, 1942;
Harold R. Clough, 1943
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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
(L. S.)
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Hopkinton in the County
of Merrimack in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Hopkinton on Tuesday, the eleventh day of March next,
at nine of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the follow-
ing subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary
to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make ap-





















3. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,500.00 for the repairs of highways and bridges,
in addition to that required by law, estimated $4,100.00.
4. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,062.55 for Class V road assistance, the State to
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contribute $4,250.18 or to see if Town will raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $2,475.00 and the State to contribute
the same amount for State Aid Construction, the same must
be expended on Tyler Road.
5. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,097.53 for Class V road assistance, the State to
contribute $4,390.14, the same to be expended on road lead-
ing from Hopkinton Village to Tyler junction with Pena-
cook road, known as the Briar Hill Road.
6. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the purpose of grading and oil-
ing Kast Hill situated in West Hopkinton.
7. To see what sum of money the Town will raise and
appropriate for general expense of highway department and
street lighting.
8. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $400.00 for the building of sidewalks in the precincts
of Hopkinton and Contoocook, the amount to be divided as
follows: $300.00 to Contoocook and $100.00 to Hopkinton;
the appropriation to either precinct to be void unless said
precinct raises a like amount; the amounts to be spent un-
der the supervision of the Executive Committee of the pre-
cinct and the Selectmen of the Town.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200.00 for the Control of White Pine Blister
Rust.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $115.00 for observance of Memorial Day.
11. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of Hopkinton Free
Public Library.
12. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
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raise and appropriate for the employment of a District
Nurse and other Health expense.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100.00 for the improvement of Georges Park.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100.00 for the Contoocook Band. In return
for which the Contoocook Band will give two concerts at
Hopkinton and two concerts at Contoocook.
15. To see if the Town will vote to accept the following
cemetery Trust Funds, the income to be used as directed,
subject to provisions adopted at Town Meetings of March
10, 1925.
(a) The sum of $100.00 from Nellie M. Pierce Es-
tate for the care of the Pierce-Copp lot in Stump-
field Cemetery.
(b) The sum of $100.00 from Jane F. Colby for care
of the Myron H. Colby lot in Contoocook ceme-
tery.
(c) The sum of $200.00 from Ella M. Hardy for the
care of the Carlos F. Hardy lot and Benjamin
Hardy lot, both in Contoocook Cemetery.
(d) The sum of $100.00 from the Estate of Emma L.
Hall for the care of the Hall lot in Contoocook
Cemetery.
(e) The sum of $100.00 from the Estate of Delia G.
Colby for the care of the George O. Colby lot
in the Contoocook Cemetery.
16. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Select-
men to* sell all lands and buildings acquired through Tax
Collector's deeds.
17. To see if the Town will vote to change the price of
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l)uricil lots in Contoocook Cemetery as follows: $10.00 for
single lots to residents, $25.00 for single lots to non-resi-
dents.
18. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the select-
men to borrow money in anticipation of the 1941 tax levy.
19. To see if the Town will vote to allow two per cent
discount on all taxes paid before July 15th, 1941.
20. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Select-
men to distribute inventory blanks not earlier than April
1st, 1941.
21. To Act on reports of Town Officers, Library Trus-
tees and Committees for 1940.
22. To hear and transact any other business that may
properly come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-first day of













iBUDGET OF THE TOWN OF HOPKINTON
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing year, Feb-
ruary 1, 1941 to January 31, 1942, Compared with Actual Revenue


















Business Licenses and Permits
Rent of Town Hall and
and Other Town Bldgs.
Interest Received on
Taxes and Deposits









From Local Taxes Other Than
Property Taxes:
(a) Poll Taxes 1,834.00
(b) Nat'l Bank Stock Taxes 42.00
1,800.00
42.00
Total Revenues from all
Sources except Prop. Taxes $10,575.40 $10,141.00















Town ofifiicers' salaries $1,783.00 $1,800.00 :$17.00
Town officers' expenses 1,169.71 1,100.00 $69.71
Election and reg. exp. 291.30 75.00 216.30
Expenses Town Hall and
Other Town BIdgs. 1,009.40 600.00 409.40


















































Memorial Day and Other
Celebrations 115.00 115.(














Parks and playgrounds, in-
cluding band concerts 200.00 200.00
Public Service Enterprises:
Cemeteries 508.48 700.00 191.52
Interest:
On Temporary Loans 61.00 50.00 11.00
On Bonded Debt 67.50 67.50
Outlay for Nem Construction
and Permanent Improvements:
Highway and Bridges:
Siidewalk Construction 400.00 400.00
New Equipment 1,500.00 1,500.00
Payment on Principal of Debt:
(b) Long Term Notes 1,000.00 1,000.00
Payments to Other Gov't Div.:
County Taxes 10,575.31 10,575.31
Payments to School Lists. 25,545.81 24,649.25 896.56
Work Shop Contoocook. 1,750.00 1,750.00
TOT. EXPENDITURES $61,478.38 $61,729.61 $3,475.05 $3,223.82
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND
TAXES ASSESSED — 1940
1. Town officers' salaries $1,800.00
2. Town officers' expenses 1,000.00
3. Election and registration expenses 250.00
5. Town hall 700.00
6. Police department 350.00
7. Fire department 600.00
8. Blister Rust—Moth extermination 200.00
9. Health department 1,100.00
10. Vital statistics 25.00
13. Town Road Aid 1,097.53
14. Town maintenance 9,125.00
18. Care of Trees 200.00
20. General expenses of highway dept. 2,300.00
21. Sidewalk construction 400.00
25. New equipment 1,000.00
26. Libraries 600.00
28. Town poor 2,500.00
29. Memorial Day 115.00
30. Parks and playgrounds, inc'l band concerts 200.00
32. Cemeteries 500.00
34. Interest 50.00
Z7. County Tax 10,575.31
38. School Tax 25,283.25
Total Town and School Appropriations $59,971.09
Less Estimated Revenue and Credits
:
Interest and Dividend Tax $3,104.78
Insurance Tax 25.00
Railroad Tax 150.00
Savings Bank Tax 2,200.00
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Net amount to be raised by taxation $54,540.06
Less Poll Taxes $1,834.00
Nat'l Bank Stock Taxes 42.00
1,876.00
Amount to be raised by Property taxes





Taxes to be Committed to Collector
Property Taxes
Poll Taxes
Nat'l Bank Stock Taxes
Precinct Taxes
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
AND EXPENDITURES
Fiscal Year Ending January 31, 1941 ,
Appro'p. Expend.
Town officers salaries $1,800.00 $1,783.00
Town officers' expense $1,000.00 $1,169.71
Election and registration 250.00 291.30
Expense and care of town hall 700.00 1,009.40
Police department 350.00 342.25
Fire department 600.00 701.67
Blister rust moth extermination 200.00 200.00
Bounties 33.40
Damage by dogs 46.50
Health department 1,100.00 1,100.00
Vital statistics 25.00 35.95
Repairs highways and bridges 9,125.00 9,140.06
Oiling roads — 460.13
Care of trees 200.00 87.98
Gen'l exp. of highway dept. 2,300.00 2,166.89
Sidewalk construction • 400.00 400.00
New equipment 1,000.00 4,500.00
Town road aid 1,097.53 1,092.61
Libraries 600.00 600.00
Town poor, including O.A.A. 2,500.00 2,391.83
County poor 1,543.29
Memorial day 115.00 115.00
Cemeteries 500.00 508.48
Parks and playgrounds 200.00 200.00
Legal expense 199.20
Discounts and abatements 873.09
Taxes bought by town 436.04
Interest on notes 50.00 61.00
Miscellaneous expense 521.95
Payment temporary loan 15,000.00
Refunds 6.46
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TOWN OF HOPKINTON, RECEIPTS AND PAY-
ASSETS
Cash in hand of treasurer $8,358.38
Accounts Due to the Town
:




(a) County Poor 119.20
Unredeemed Taxes
:
(b) Levy of .1939 $246.17




(a) Levy of 1940 1,024.68
Total Assets $9,786.78
Excess of liabilities over assets (Net Debt) 2,258.51
Grand Total $12,045.29
Continued on page 16
HOPKINTON TOWN REPORT
MENTS FOR YEAR ENDING JANUARY 31, 1941
15
Liabilities
Accounts Owed by the Town
:
Balance due Park approp.
Due to School Districts
:
(a) Dog licenses




Long Term Notes Outstanding:
Three notes on tractor and plows
—
Due Dec. 20th. 1941 $1,000.00
Due Dec. 20th. 1942 1,000.00










1. Town officers' salaries $1,783.00
2. Town officers' expenses 1,169.71
3. Election and registration expenses 291.30
Continued on page 17
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Surplus, January 31, 1940 $21.57
Net Debt January 31, 1941 2,258.51
Increase of Debt 2,236.94






Added to list $ 145.70
Total taxes comm. to coll., 1940 $56,532.32
Less discounts and abatements, 1940 831.33
Less uncollected, 1940 1,024.68
1. Property taxes, current year,
actually collected $53,777.34
2. Poll taxes, current year,
actually collected 1,834.00
3. National Bank Stock taxes 42.00
4. Total of current year's collections $55,653.34
5. Property and poll taxes, previous
years, actually collected 969.33
6. Tax sales redeemed 326.04
Taxes paid after settlement 76.00
From State:
8. Interest and dividend tax $3,372.33
Continued on page 18
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5. Expenses town hall and
other town buildings 1,009.40




6. Police department, including
care of tramps 342.25
7. Fire department, including
forest fires 701.67
8. Moth Ext.—Blister Rust 200.00
9. Bounties 33.40




11. Health dept. inc'l hospitals $1,100.00
12. Vital Statistics 35.95






17. Gen'l Exp. High'y Dept. 2,166.89
Oiling Town Roads 460.13
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9. Insurance tax 24.08
10. Railroad tax 155.21
11. Savings bank tax 2,128.09




15. For Support of Poor 1,605.51
From Local Sources, Except Taxes
:
17. Dog Licenses $396.79
18. Business licenses and permits 13.00
20. Rent of town property 131.50
21. Interest received on taxes 52.93
27 . Registration of motor vehicles,
1939 Permits 24.45
Registration of motor vehicles,
1940 Permits 2,839.26
Total Current Revenue Receipts
3,457.93
$67,840.61
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue
:
29. Temporary loans in anticipation
of taxes during year $15,000.00
30. Long term notes during year 3,000.00
Sale of town histories 10.50
Continued from page 20





19. Old age assistance $837.57
20. Town poor 1,554.26




22. Aid to G. A. R. Memorial Day exercises 115.00
Recreation
:
24. Parks and playgrounds, inc'l band concerts 200.00
Public Service Enterprises
:







Damages and legal expenses













31. Paid on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes $ 61.00
Continued from page 21
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Primary filing fee 10.00
Mr. Shreve (culvert) 53.15
Sale of logs 5.00
Received for oiling 7.80
Total Receipts Other Than Current Revenue $18,086.45
Total Receipts from all Sources $85,927.06
Cash on hand February 1, 1940 7,369.63
GRAND TOTAL $93,296.69
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Outlay for New Construction and
Permanent Improvements
:
40. Sidewalk construction $400.00




44. Payments on temporary loans
in anticipation of taxes $15,000.00
48. Refunds 6.46
$4,900.00
Total Indebtedness Payments $15,006.46
Payments to Other Govt. Div.
:
50. Taxes paid to County $10,575.31
51. Payments to Precincts 1,800.00
52. Payments to School Districts 25,545.81
Total Payments to Other Govt. Div. $37,921.12
Total Payments for all Purposes $84,938.31
Cash on hand January 31, 1941 8,358.38
GRAND TOTAL $93,296.69
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, land and Buildings $11,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 1,200.00
Libraries, Furniture and Equipment 1,500.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 2,200.00
Highway Department, Equipment 8,600.00
Town forest 50.00
Creamery Building, Contoocook Precinct 1,000.00
Total $25,550.00
INVENTORY OF TOWN OF HOPKINTON










6 Portable Mills 1,650.00
Wood, Lumber, etc. 19,194.00
29 Gasoline Pumps and Tanks 2,525.00
Stock in Trade 41,707.00
Mills and Machinery 111,250.00
917 Polls at $2.00 $1,834.00
National Bank Stock taxes 42.00
Total Valuation $1,650,911.00
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AUDITORS' REPORT
We have examined the accounts of the following town
officers and find them correctly cast and properly vouched
:
Selectmen, Town Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Qerk,
Trustees of Trust Funds, Highway Agents, Library Tru-









To balance on hand $ 24:45
Sale of auto permits
(Feb. 1, 1940-Jan. 31, 1941) 2,839.26
Sale of dog licenses 455.89
Sale of Pool table licenses 10.00
Sale of Cemetery deeds 60.00
Sale of Town Histories 10.50




Paid L. A. Nelson, treasurer $3,291.00
Paid Returns Vital Statistics 5.75
Paid Dog tags and notices 19.15
Paid Issuing 190 dog licenses 38.00
Paid Trustees of Trust Funds 60.00
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AUDITORS' REPORT
We hereby certify that we have examined the accounts of
Arthur C. Huntoon, Town Clerk, and find them correctly
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COLLECTOR'S REPORT
George E. Patch, Collector, in account with the
Town of Hopkinton
Balance 1939 taxes $969.33
Interest 1939 taxes 13.36





Collected and paid Treasurer $1,384.73
Warrant 1940 tax levy $56,532.32
1940 taxes added to list 145.70
Interest 1940 taxes 39.57
$56,717.59
Collected and paid Treasurer - $54,861.58
Discounts allowed 600.24
Abatements and errors 231.09
Uncollected 1940 taxes 1,024.68
$56,717.59
AUDITORS' REPORT
We hereby certify that we have examined the accounts of






Hopkinton, N. H., Feb. 1941
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TREASURER'S REPORT
L. A. Nelson, Treasurer, in account with the
Town of Hopkinton
Receipts
Balance at time of settlement, Jan. 31, 1940 $7,369.63
A. C. Huntoon, auto permits 2,863.71
W. H. Milton, County poor 1,605.51
Selectmen, rent of town hall 117.50
George E. Patch, balance 1939 tax levy 969.33
A. C. Huntoon, town history 10.50
L. R. Young Co., temporary loan 15,000.00
George E. Patch, redeemed taxes 326.04
George E. Patch, taxes paid after settlement 76.00
A. C. Huntoon, pool table licenses 10.00
Selectmen, refund forest fires 21.50
Selectmen, use of heater 14.00
Selectmen, oiling 7.80
State Treasurer, forest fire bills 7.65
Selectmen, pistol permits 3.00
A. C. Huntoon, dog licenses 396.79
A. C. Huntoon, primary filing fees 10.00
Selectmen, H. M. Shreve, culvert 53.15
State Treasurer, insurance tax 24.08
State Treasurer, railroad tax 155.21
State Treasurer, saving bank tax 2,128.09
State Treasurer, interest and dividend tax 3,372.33
L. R. Young Co., tractor notes 3,000.00
State Treasurer, bounties 41.60
George E. Patch, interest on 1939 taxes 13,36
George E: Patch, 1940 tax levy 55,507.64
George E. Patch, interest on 1940 taxes 39.57
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Selectmen, sale of logs 5.00
Selectmen, use of fire extinguisher 2.00
George E. Patch, 1940 taxes added to list 145.70
$93,296.69
Paid on orders of Selectmen 84,938.31
Balance $8,358.38
AUDITORS' REPORT
We hereby certify that we have examined the accounts of






Hopkinton, N. H., Feb. 8, 1941.
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
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Detail 1—Town Officers' Salaries







Neal J. Rice, auditor
Harold R. Clough, auditor












Detail 2—Town Officers' Expenses
W. B. Ranney Co., printing town reports $346.00
Lena M. Minot, typing 4.00
Baptist Ladies' Aid, town officers' dinners 55.05
Walter L. Martin, expense after settlement 2.30
John S. Ball, mileage and expense 55.30
Jessie H. Brown, typing 6.75
Brown & Saltmarsh, supplies 4.25
Mount Print, printing 13.00
Wheeler & Clark, stamp 1.00
Edson C. Eastman, supplies 26.65
Ralph E. Crawford, mileage and expense 9.95
Katherine A. Crowley, filing returns 32.52
Ivy M. Young, writing inventory and tax books 40.00
A. C. Huntoon, town officers' bonds 85.00
A. C. Huntoon, supplies 16.63
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Lena Crawford, copying inventory book 25.00
Joseph A. Young, mileage and expense 64.45
Branham Printing Co., supplies 3.13
Elsie D. Kimball, trustee of trust funds expense 82.25
L. A. Nelson, postage and expense 12.95
N. H. Assessors Association, dues 4.00
A. C. Huntoon, fees and expense 237.88
George E. Patch, postage and expense 41.65
$1,169.71
Detail 3—Election and Registration
Francis Smart, police $5.00
George M. Putnam, ballot clerk 8.00
Eleanor Moran, ballot clerk 12.00
Jessie Brown, typing 4.00
Katherine Brown, ballot clerk 12.00
James Weast, ballot clerk 6.00
Mount Print, printing ballots 35.50
A. C. Huntoon, cash paid out, printing 14.80
Walter G. Crory, police 10.00
B. C. Wescott, supervisor 68.00
Hiram Conant, supervisor 58.00
Edmund D'anforth, supervisor 42.00
George E. Patch, moderator 12.00
L. A. Nelson, assisting moderator 4.00
$291.30
Detail 4—Town Hall
Ernest S. Archibald, labor $11.00
Cortes Ward Co., supplies 2.79
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights 71.32
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G. Myles Ward, fuel 73.01
A. M. Burnham, janitor and supplies 50.87
L. R. Kimball, labor and supplies 10.99
Hopkinton Tel. Co., telephone 9.75
Richard Brunell, Treas., water rent 10.00
Leitch Heating Co., checking burner 3.42
Dennis Labbe, repairs 12.50
Concord Lumber Co., supplies 70.37
Frank Hoyt, labor 78.43
Nora Russ, Treas., mowing lawn 20.00
Herbert Thompson, painting buildings 350.00
D. F. Coflan, repairing chimney 5.00
J. H. Young, metal roofing and fuel 57.19
Lawrence Hall, paint 99.22
Thompson & Hoague Co., supplies 8 20
Thomas Metro, supplies 209
A. C. Huntoon, Inc., insurance 51.25




Walter G. Crory, pay roll $173.60
Leon Holmes, services 112.80
Francis Smart, services 28.00
John Robertson, services S.80
A. S. Reddy, suppHes 1.65
Ernest S. Archibald, services 14 40
John S. Ball, Jr., services 3.00
$342.25
Thompson & Hoague Co., supplies $3.25
A. Perley Fitch Co., acid 1.05
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E. Lee Stevens, pay roll 84.50
James A. Weast, pay roll 118.40
Merrill & Cote, labor 1.40
Thomas Metro, supplies 25.39
Martin's Garage, installing motor 59.33
Sanel Auto Parts, supplies 3.54
Robert Haskell, supplies 3.89
Albert Provencher, dump and forest fires 94.00
Maxim Motor Co., engine for truck 179.23
J. H. Young, trucking and pay roll 110.25
Chas. A. Hoagland, repairing radiator 4.00
Town of Henniker, pay roll 3.12
American LaFrance Corp., supplies 10.32
$701.67
Detail 7—Blister Rust Control
N. H. State Forestry Dept., appropriation $200.00
Detail 8—Bounties
Joseph H. Young $12.40
Ralph E. Crawford 4.20
John S. Ball 16.80
$33.40
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Detail 10—Health Department
Raelene Qough, Treasurer $1,070.00
F. H. Reed, salary and expense • 30.00
$1,100.00
Detail 11—Vital Statistics
Wilfred J. Boisclair, filing return $ .20
W. H. Tarbell, M. D., filing returns 5.00
A. C. Huntoon, recording and expense 30.75
$35.95
Detail 12—Highway Maintenance
Albert Provencher, Feb. 1, '40 to Jan. 31, '41 $4,559.51
Hugh Fernandes, Feb. 1, '40 to Jan. 31, '41 4,580.55
$9,140.06
Detail 13—Oiling Roads
Hugh Fernandes, pay roll $65.50
Albert Provencher, pay roll 103.75
Independent Coal Tar Co., road tar 290.88
$460.13
Detail 14—General Expense
Hugh Fernandes, supplies and repairs $664.98
Albert Provencher, supplies and repairs 525.13
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Public Service of N. H., lighting bridge & tool shed 101.69
Thomas Metro, supplies 6.93
Thompson & Hoague Co., supplies 9.94
J. H. Young, lumber 16.32
Harlan P. Wilson Est., land 200.00
Concord Lumber Co., supplies 35.50
Alfred Chandler, painting 16.00
Independent Coal Tar Co., patching stock 220.00
State Highway Garage, calcium chloride
.
59.36
L. R. Kimball, repairs and supplies 17.09
H. B. Henley, supplies 29.00
A. C. Huntoon,Inc., insurance 60.85
Contoocook Fire Precinct, water rent 12.00
R. C. Hazelton Co., parts for snow plow 79.50
Hugh Fernandes, raking village 112.60
$2,166.89
Detail 15—Libraries
Susie R. Peaslee, trustee $300.00
Stephen Beals, trustee 300.00
$600.00
Detail 16—Town Poor
W. H. Milton, overseer $292.00
Frank Hale, board 16.00
Grace Melcher, board and care 132.00
Town of Boscawen, supplies 16.50
H. L. Holmes & Son, funeral expense 80.00
National State Capital Bank, service charge 14.00
Hillsboro County Hospital, care 32.50
N. H. Memorial Hospital, care 38.51
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Merrimack County Hospital, care 26.57
Esther Bartlett, board and care 31.00
A. & P. Store, supplies 227.21
State of N. H., reimbursement old age assistance 837.57
Elliott Hospital, care 15.07
A. S. Reddy, supplies 243.89
Dr. Tarbell, services 127.00
Mrs. H. O. Wheeler, aid to tramps 13.50
Mrs. D'anforth, rent 36.00
J. J. Murphy, auto hire 1.00
Thomas Metro, supplies 28.51
Lloyd MacBain, labor 114.00
Walter Martin, aid to tramps 2.00
Neil MacQuarrie, aid to tramps 1.50
Mrs. J. F. Farley, aid to tramps 4.50
Paul Twombly, transportation 15.00
Mary Derry, aid to tramps 3.00
John S. Ball, aid to tramps 2.00
Wallace Rhodenizer, aid to tramps 5.00
A. C. Huntoon, Inc., insurance 3.00
J. H. Young, fuel 27.00
Contoocook Fire Precinct, water rent 6.00
$2,391.83
Detail 17—County Poor
A. S. Reddy, supplies $736.12
A. & P. Store, supplies 207.00
Raymond Stimson, rent 24.00
Margaret Pillsbury Hospital, care 43.10
J. H. Young, fuel 15.00
E. E. Webster, services 5.00
Sand Bank Farm,_milk 55.77
Army & NaAry Store, supplies 10.37
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J. C. Penny Store, supplies 1.98
O. C. VanDemark, supplies 4.00
George E. Patch, rent 96.00
Dr. Tarbell, services 65.55
Nault's Drug- Store, supplies 1.98
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, supplies 4.15
Dr. Gill, services 11.00
Dr. Hazelton, services 19.75
Cyrille Houle, rent 165.00
Levingston's Store, supplies 3.57
Dexter Optical Co., glasses 14.40
Mrs. Clarence Lawson, board 6.50
Richard Corliss, trucking 10.00
Reed's Drug Store, supplies ' 3.00
Fitch Murry Co., supplies 4.00
Capital Furniture Co., supplies 6.25
Dr. Halligan, services 20.00
Ford Foundry, supplies 1.00
Dr. Putnam, services 3.80
Astle Lumber Co., fuel 5.00
$1,543.29
Detail 18—Memorial Day
L. R. Kimball, Treas., appropriation $115.00
Detail 19—Cemeteries
Merrimack Foundry, markers $50.00
Hugh P'ernandes, pay roll 108.36
L. R. Kimball, labor and supplies 5.90
Daniel Dustin, mowing cemetery 5.00
Concord Gas Co., cresote 4,00
Contoocook Fire Precinct, water rent 12.00
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All)ert Provencher, labor 8.00
J. H. Young, lumber and trucking 48.17
Frank H. Mills, mowing cemeteries 52.00
Ira Putney, care of cemetery 3.00
Horace J. Davis, cemetery appropriation 100.00
Richards & Emerson, pay roll Blackwater cemetery 61.80
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, wire fence 22.75
Daniel Downes, mowing cemetery 7.50
Richard Brunei, Treas., water rent 20.00
$508.48
Detail 20—Parks and Playgrounds
Frank H. Reed, Traes., approp. George's Park $200.00
Detail 21—Damages and Legal Expenses
John S. Ball, services and expense $20.00
Foster & Lake, services of Mr. Lake in matter
of flood control 179.20
$199.20
Detail 22—Taxes Bought by Town
George E. Patch, tax collector $436.04
Detail 23—Interest
Lincoln R. Young Co., interest on temporary loan $61.00
Detail 2^1—Miscellaneous
Albert Provencher, labor at Contoocook dump $73.00
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Hugh Fernandes, labor at Hopkinton dump 65.20
Harold Clement, catch basin 17.60
Stiles F. Kedy Co., services 300.00
Dorothy Clark, using detour 13.00
Albert Provencher, building culvert 53.15
$521.95
Detail 25—Tree Work
William Crowley, labor $80.18
Albert Provencher, labor 7.80
$87.98
Detail 26—Town Road Aid
State of New Hampshire, appropriation $1,092'.61
Detail 27—Sidewalk Construction
B. K. Symonds, Treas., appropriation $300.00
J. H. Young, Treas., appropriation 100.00
Detail 28—New Equipment
$400.00
R. C. Hazelton Co., tractor and plow, 2 truck
plows and wings $4,500.00
Detail 29—Loans
Lincoln R. Young, temporary loan $15,000.00
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Detail 30—Refunds
Harold A. Cushman, refund, 2 poll taxes $4.00
Chester Rhodenizer, refund, auto permit 2.46
$6.46
Detail 31—Payments to Other Govermental Div.
J. L. T. Shaw, County tax $10,575.31
J. H. Young, Treas., Hopkinton Precinct 1,200.00
B. K. Symonds, Treas., Contoocook Precinct 600.00
J. Arthur Jones, Treas., schools 25,545.81
$37,921.12
Detail 32—Abatements and Errors
George E. Patch, discounts $600.24
George E. Patch, 1939 tax abatements 41.76
Stevens, Shirley, paid in Concord 2.00
Tarr, Ella B., over age 2.00
Taylor, Stinson L., veteran 33.90
Wilder, Florence, paid in Warner 6.38
Walbridge, Baxter, out of state 5.99
Astles, Thomas, in service 2.00
Archibald, William, out of town 2.00
Brown, Evelyn S., double tax 2.00
Bailey, Herbert A., paid in Manchester 2.00
Bailey, Winnifred C, paid in Manchester 2.00
Bailey, Arnold, unable to pay 2.00
Bartlett, Luther, double tax 2.00
Bartlett, Willie, double tax 2.00
Corliss, Noyes, paid in Concord 2.00
Campbell, Flora, paid in Concord 2.00
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Parker, Burton, out of state 2.00
Perkins, Leroy J., res. Concord 2.00
Rollins, George P., paid in Concord 2.00
Rollins, Gladys R., paid in Concord 2.00
Sargent, Pearl H., res. Concord 2.00
Stone, Arlene, out of state 2.00
Stone, Ernest, out of state 2.00
Stetson, George J., out of state 2.00
Stetson, Mrs. George, out of state 2.00
Tatro, N. F., non-resident 2.00
Wiggin, George R., out of state 2.00
Walbridge, Grace, out of state 2.00
Withington, S. B., out of town 2.00
Withington, Edna E., out of town 2.00
Downes, Katherine, out of state 2.00
Diaz, Russell S., whereabouts unknown 2.00
Diaz, Stella M., whereabouts unknown 2.00
Flad, Mrs. Harry, under age 2.00
Grover, Harold, out of state 2.00
Kimball, Richard, paid in Concord 2.00
Kimball, Maud, paid in Concord 2.00
Loun, Helen S., out of state 2.00
Morrill, Emma L., over age 2.00
Manus, John M., out of town 2.00
Powell, Charles E., deceased 2.00
Pflaum, Rose, deceased 2.00
Paige, Horace G., out of town 2.00
Bartlett, Edwin W., over age 2.00
Campbell, David R., paid in Concord 2.00
Dubee, Paul, double tax 12.76
Dayton, Lewis E., error 6.38
Dow, Charles J., error 9.57
Mills, Lerman H., over age 2.00
McLeod, Bessie, over age 2.00
Zella, Marion C, double tax 15.95
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Pope, B. F., Jr., double tax 3.99
Seymore, Charles W., over age 2.00
Skelly, Hugh T., over age 2.00
Kimball, Leroy, veteran 33.40
Gillingham, Roy, exempt 2.39
Carleton, Merle, out of town 8.38
Carleton, Mrs. Merle, out of town 2.00
*
. $873.09
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HIGHWAY AGENTS' REPORT
ALBERT PROVENCHER, Road Agent










Albert Provencher, agent $123.60














Albert Provencer, man and truck, plowing 152.00
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Angus Derry, Jr.,





























Albert Provencher, agent. $96.60
Albert Provencher, man and truck 100.00
Lester Page 52.00
Angus Derry, Jr. 4.40
Clarence Cooper 6.40
Robert Cooper 6.40
Albert Provencher, plowing sidewalk 15.00
Irl Young, truck 3.75
Leon Holmes, tractor driver 11.90
John S. Ball, gas 1.00
William Harris 1.60
Albert Provencher, man and truck, plowing 78.00
$377.05
April— 1940
Albert Provencher, agent $112.25
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A. Provencher, man and truck 223.75
Lester Page 73.20




Irl Young, truck 140.00
Alfred Chandler, truck 42.50









Albert Provencher, agent $ 93.00









Albert Provencher, agent $ 84.00
A. Provencher, man and truck 175.00













Albert Provencher, agent $ 7.80





Albert Provencher, agent $26.80






C. B. Cressy, truck 5.00
Alfred Chandler, truck 5.00
E. G. Cilley, sand 6.15
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Arnold Bailey
Robert Bergstrom









Albert Provencher, agent $37.20




Received of H. R. Clough 6.00
$102.70
Albert Provencher, agent $22.40
A. Provencher, man, truck . 46.25
Clarence Cooper 14.80
$83.45
Albert Provencher, agent $92.60
A. Provencher, man truck 131.25
A. Provencher, man, truck plowing 52.00
Archie Severance 36.00
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Albert Bailey
Russell Boutwell












Albert Provencher, agent $68.00






A. Provencher, man, truck 97.50
C. B. Cressy, truck plowing 9.00









Albert Provencher, agent $91.20
A. Provencher, man, truck 41.25
John Sullivan 35.40





Irl Young, truck plowing 98.00
Harry Stevens 13.25
Irl Young, truck 36.25
A. Provencher, man and truck, plowing 192.00
Arthur O. Lawson 9.20
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Casellini-Venable Corp. 212.26
Contoocook Garage 20.95
E. G. Cilley 73.70
Merrimack Foundry 12.00
Thompson & Hoague Co. 9.35
Allied Steel Co. 13.07
W. B. Jones 2.75
Albert Provencher 24.88
Prison Industries 29.20
Sawyer Coal Co. 1.30
Reddy's Market, supplies 17.47
Concord Brick Co. 18.90
H. D. Merrill 8.00
R. C. Hazelton 27.00
Plowing Shi Tow 19.20
$525.13
AUDITORS' REPORT
This is to certify that we have examined the accounts of
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HUGH FERNANDES, Road Agent
January 31, 1940 to January 31, 1941
Payroll Summer work $2,035.00









P. I. Perkins & Co. 276.95
Thompson & Hoague Co. 11.00
Frank Crowley 45.25
Dickerman & Co. 17.00
Prison Industries 73.00
Sanel Auto Parts 3.93
Arthur Chandler 11.00
T. C. Metro, gas, oil and supplies 49.21
J. & W. Auto Supply 1.50
Ernest Archibald, dynamite 5.20
Vulcan Steel Corporation 28.10
W. F. Hale, posts 3.60
Southwestern Petroleum Co. 68.17
Ernest Sennet, express 2.16
Casellini-Venable Corp. 25.08
Orr & Rolfe 2.10
Walch Holyoke Steam Boiler 37.93
Concord Welding Co. 1.00
Astle Lumber Co. 2.80
Total $664.98










Frank Morrill, sidewalk plow
Francis Smart, tractor driver
Chester Rhodeniser
Frank Story, tractor driver
T. C. Metro, gas and oil
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Joseph Fellows 8.00
Bert Geer, truck 12.50
George D'winnells 15.20
Walter Dwinnells 13.60
Francis Smart, tractor driver 31.00
Willam Archibald 1.60
Christ Moran .80
T. C. Metro, gas and oil 57.98
Francis Smart, gas and oil 18.29
Arthur Stevens 47.20
Frank Story, tractor driver 17.75
Chester Rhodeniser 39.40
Albert Morgan 3.20





Frank Morrill, sidewalk plow 6.40
Erlane Salsbury 6.80
Bruce Wakefield 2.00
O. Vandemark, oil 1.25
Total $591.67
Summer Work--April, 1940
Hugh Fernandes, agent $85.50
Hugh Fernandes, truck 12.00
Charles Cressy, truck 79.62
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George Dwinnells 26.80
Angus Derry, Sr, 27.40







T. C. Metro, gas and oil 21.82
Edward Martin, oil 3.25
Dorothy Clark, gravel 30.60




Hugh Fernandes, agent $99.60
Hugh Fernandes, truck 24.50
Alfred Chandler, truck 40.00
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Edward Martin, oil and gas 13.10
T. C. Metro, gas and oil 76.01
Frank Wiggins, gas 2.12
Total $741.13
Raking Village—May, 1940
Hugh Fernandes, agent $12.60
Hugh Fernandes, truck 4.00
Bert Geer, truck 40.00
Fred Davis 8.00









Hugh Fernandes, agent $9.30















Hugh Fernandes, truck 5.50
Horace Page 6.40
T. C. Metro, gas 3.98
Total $25.48
Summer Work—June, 1940
Hugh Fernandes, agent $71.40
Hugh Fernandes, truck 8.00
Charles Cressy, truck 50.00
Bert Geer, truck 30.00
Edward Martin, truck 40.00
Arthur Stevens 46.40






Dorothy Clark, gravel 8.40
T. C. Metro, gas and oil 43.29
Joseph Rogers - 17.20
Francis Smart 35.20
Total $495.09
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Summer Work—July, 1940
Hugh Fernandes, agent $3.00
Hugh Fernandes, truck 2.50
Total $5.50
Summer Work—August, 1940








T. C. Metro, gas and oil 8.79
Total $43.59
Summer Work—October, 1940






T. C. Metro 31.26
Total $144.86
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Winter Work—November, 1940
Hugh Fernandes, agent $49.20
Hugh Fernandes, truck 12.00







Guy Kimball, plow sidewalks 4.00
Charles Cressy, labor 3.20
Francis Smart 22.40
Howard Stevens 12.40




Hugh Fernandes, truck, sand
Charles Cressy, truck plow
Bert Geer, truck
Arthur Stevens
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Robert Wilder 2.60
Harold Graves 1.20
Charles Cressy, truck 30.00
Bruce Wakefield 9.60
George Bailey 9.20
Clarence Hicks, sand 8.20
Guy Kimball, sidewalk plow 5.60
T. C. Metro, gas and oil 14.38
Total $393.98
Winter Work—January 1941
Hugh Fernandes, agent $80.40
Hugh Fernandes, truck 2.00
Ernest Archibald, truck 9.37
Charles Cressy, truck plow 205.00
Bert Geer, truck plow 111.62
Bruce Wakefield 5.80
Francis Smart, tractor driver 56.60
Frank Story, tractor driver 21.50
Ralph Nolan 13.00
Angus Derry, Jr. 7.20
George Bailey 8.80
Daniel Brown 3.20







Guy Kimball, sidewalk plow 1 1 .20
Frank Morrill, sidewalk plow 1.60
Erlane Salsbury 2.00
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T. C. Metro, gas and oil 63.55
Total $652.64
Town Oiling—July, 1940
Hugh Fernandes, agent $15.60
Hugh Fernandes, truck 8.00
Alfred Chandler, truck 2.50
Edward Martin, truck 2.50
Charles Cressy, truck 2.50
Arthur Stevens 4.00
Fred Davis 4.00
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AUDITORS' REPORT
This is to certify that we have examined the accounts of
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Cash on hand, Feb. 1, 1940 $77.28
Town Treasurer 300.00
G. Everett Kelley fund 82.33
Richard Burns fund 6.25







Library Book House 133.33






Cash on hand 90.74
$501.53




Magazines taken • 10
Magazines given 2
Books issued 5255







We hereby certify that we have examined the account of
the Trustees of the Contoocook Library and find the same













Cash on hand 90.74
$343.06
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HOPKINTON VILLAGE BRANCH OF THE
HOPKINTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Trustees' Report
Receipts
Cash on hand, Feb. 1, 1940 $ 83.36
Town of Hopkinton, appropriation 300.00
EHza Richardson Fund 23.08
Lucy A. Learned Fund 3.74
Sarah U. Kimball Fund 2.50
y2 G. Everett Kelly Fund 82.32




Purchase of 242 Books $163.16
Subscription to Magazines 19.00
Librarian—Miss Frances E. Greene 75.00
Janitor 20.00
Rent 120.00
Light (11 months) 12.04
Wood and coal 21.00
Water 1.50
Supplies and expense 10.11
$441.81
Cash on hand, Jan. 31, 1941
—
Bank $59.44; Currency $2.39 61.83
$503.64
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Number of books and magazines issued during year 4,665
List of gifts received
:
Mrs. M. P. Thomason Magazines
Mrs. Perley Barnard 2 Books
Mrs. George E. Barnard 7 Books
Mrs. F. W. Schultz 19 Books
Mrs. George Lord 17 Books
Mrs. Walter Goodwin 2 Books
Friends 11 Books
John H. Bartlett, Washington, D'. C. 1 Book
Hans V. Briesen, New York City 1 Book
N. H. State Various PubHcations.
Thanks to N. H. State Library Commission for loan of
books and to Mr. Arthur Chandler for repairing heater.
We appreciate the interest of townsfolk and others and





We hereby certify that we have audited the foregoing ac-
counts of Stephen F. Beals, Trustee, and find the same cor-
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE CONTOOCOOK
FIRE PRECINCT
Assets
Cash on hand $247.77




Excess of Assets over Liabilities (Surplus) $1,083.28
Grand Total $1,083.28
Schedule of Precinct Property
Land and Buildings : One two-story wooden
building, hall, hook and ladder and hose
company rooms $1,500.00
One two-story large wooden building, hall
and rooms 2,250.00
Sanborn and Carroll land at Bear Pond 1,900.00
Furniture and Apparatus
:
Hook and ladder and hose wagons with
equipment 1,200.00






From Taxes, Town of Hopkinton $600.00
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From Town of Hopkinton, for sidewalks 300.00




Rent of Engine Hall
B. K. Symonds, loans
Total Receipts from All Sources









Public Service Co. of N. H., street lights $1,231.92
K. & D. Mach. Co., maintenance of siren 64.68
A. C. Huntoon, Inc., insurance 21.00
L. R. Kimball, labor and supplies 444.60
Contoocook Garage, Inc., storage, etc. 137.30
B. K. Symonds, loans and expenses ' 490.00
A. Provencher, sidewalks, etc. 622.34
Johnson-Barker Co., supplies 54.56
Town of Henniker, tax 13.14
G. W. Vandommele, flowers 6.80
Flexible Pipe Cleaning Co. 297.00
W. A. Libby, labor 2.50
R. W. Haskell, supplies 5.17
G. W. Caldwell, supplies 10.17
F. H. Ree'd, chairman Park Comm. 324.85
Maxim Motor Co., hose 166.60
F. L. Gillingham, commission 83.34
A. G. Fish, printing 13.40
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Concord Water Works, supplies 9.82
Post Office, stamps and envelopes 23.68
Total Current Maintenance Expenses $4,022.87
Total Payments for All Purposes $4,022.87
Cash on hand at end of year 247.77
Grand Total $4,270.64
AUDITORS' REPORT
Contoocook, N. H., Feb. 3, 1941
I have this day examined the books and accounts of
Byron K. Symonds, Treasurer of the Contoocook Fire Pre-
cinct and find them properly cast and each item supported















National State Capital Bank
Total Liabilities






Schediile of Precinct Property
Land and Builidngs : One two-story wooden
building $1,000.00
Furniture and Equipment : Hook and ladder






Total Receipts from All Sources
$1,300.00
$1,300.00
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PubHc Service Co., of N. H. $727.56
H. L. Holmes & Son, fuel 60.26
A. C. Huntoon, Inc., insurance 12.50
Angus P. Derry, clerk 5.00
Hugh Fernandes, sidewalks 204.65
Blanche Burnham, services 12.00
Joseph H. Young, services as Treas., and care
of building 105.00
R. A. Brunei, Treas., water rent 26.00
Arthur P. Burnham, care of town clock 12.00
John H. Mitchell, fire ward 5.00
Francis Smart, fire ward 5.00
Arthur M. Burnham, fire ward 5.00
Total Current Maintenance Expenses $1,178.97
Interest Paid 10.50
Payment on notes 100.00
Total Payments for All Purposes $1,289.47
Cash on hand at end of year 289.33
Grand Total $1,578.80
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HOPKINTON PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
ASSOCIATION
Cash Dr.
Cash on hand Feb. 1, 1940 $ 674.65
Rec'd from Town Treasurer 1,070.00
Rec'd from School Dist. Treasurer 280.00
Rec'd from fees collected by nurse 201.02
Rec'd from gifts 2.31







Paid Medical supplies 28.98
Paid repairs on car, gas, etc. 148.82
Paid Insurance 23.50
Paid Dr. E. S. Cummings, dental clinic 100.00
Paid Telephoning, postage, typing 11.39
Paid Layette material, blanket, toothbrushes 24.48
Paid A. G. Fish, printing 4.75
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AUDITORS' REPORT
We hereby certify that we have examined the accounts of
Raelene Clough, Treasurer of the Hopkinton Pubhc Health
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REPORT OF HOPKINTON PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE
Nursing Service—February 1, 1940 to February 1, 1941
Visits to non-communicable cases 1,024
Office nursing visits 29
Visits to pre-natal and maternity cases 76
Vistis to pre-school children 319
Visits to infants 126
Vistis in behalf of school children 359
All night visits 11
Miscellaneous visits 40
Total 1,984













School children treated at Optical clinic








Much assistance has been given by the donating of clothes
and shoes. The need for these things is very great. We
could use so much more than is given.
For all the help vouchsafed us, we are deeply grateful.
CAROLINE EATON. R. N.
KATHERINE T. BROWN, R. N.
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15. To bal. Nat'l State Cap. Bank $369.35
20. Received from Town Hopkinton 100.00
Dec
15. Received from Town Hopkinton 100.00
Received for care of lots 372.71
1941
Jan
7. Received for care Trust Fund lots 155.20
Cash Cr.
Cash paid for loam and trucking $73.66
Cash paid for miscellaneous items 23.97
Cash paid Shirley Townes, care taker 358.79
Jan.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF HOPKINTON, N. H.
For the School Year Ending June 30, 1940








Lloyd S. Emerson, Chairman Term expires 1941
Marian G. Kimball, Secretary Term expires 1942





Truant Officer and Enumerator
James J. Murphy
School Nurse
Caroline Eaton, R. N.
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SCHOOL WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the town of
Hopkinton, qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
district on the 15th day of March, 1941, at two o'clock in
the afternoon to act upon the following subjects
:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School
Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compensation of
any other officers or agent of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees,
or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in re-
lation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see if the district will vote to make and alteration
in the amount of money required to be assessed for the en-
suing year for the support of public schools and the pay-
ment of the statutory obligations of the district, as deter-
mined by the school board in its annual report.
9. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1750 to cover the purchase of lumber, supplies,
rental of equipment, land and any other materials necessary
in the construction of the farm shop now being constructed
by the National Youth Administration adjacent to the high
school, as voted at a special school meeting held on Decem-
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ber 2Z 1940, with the approval of the Municipal Budget
Committee, and in order to make such funds immediately
available to authorize the school board to issue two serial
notes on the credit of the district under the provisions of
the Municipal Bond Act, Public Laws, Chapter 59, payable
in the school years 1942-43 and 1943-44, with interest, or
take any other action relating thereto.












I certifv that on the 27th day of February 1941, I posted
a copy of the written warrant attested by the School Board
of said district at the place of meeting within named and
a like attested copy at Contoocook Post Office, being a pub-
lic place in said district.
LLOYD S. EMERSON.
Merrimack SS., February 27, 1941.
Personally appeared the said Lloyd S. Emerson and made
oath the above certificate by him signed is true.
Before me,
. BYRON K. SYMONDS,
Justice of the Peace.
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SCHOOL BOARD'S BUDGET FOR 1941-1942
School District of Hopkinton
Estimate of amotint of money required to support public schools
and meet other statutory obligations of the District for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, 1941, as prepared by the School Board and recom-
mended by the Hopkinton Budget Committee.






Other expenses of instruction
Janitor service
Fuel
Water, lights, jantors' supplies
Minor repairs and expenses
Health supervision (Med. Inspect.)
Transportation of pupils
Other special activities
Total $8,925.00 $14,973.00 $23,898.00
Administrative and Statutory Requirements:
Salaries of Dist. officers (fixed by Dist.) $360.00
Truant officer and school census (fixed by Dist.) 35.00
Supt's excess salary (fixed by Sup. Union) 320.00
Supt's stenog. (fixed by Sup. Union) 72.00
Per capita tax (repored by State Treas.) 598.00
Payment on District debt 1,000.00
Interest on District debt 23.75
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New equlipment 150.00
Land and new buildings 10.00 $2,943.75
Total amount required to meet School Board's Budget $26,841.75
Estimated Income of District:
Balance June 30, 1941 (Estimate) $782.50
State and Federal Aid (Estimate) 850.00
Dog Tax (Estimate) 200.00
High School tuition (Estimate) 240.00
Other estimated income (Rent of school building) 120.00 $2,192.50
Assessment requred to balance School Board's Budget $24,649.25
Special Appropriation Proposed:
For Farm Shop and Lot $1,750.00





Hopkinton Town House, February 17, 1941.
Approved, Hopkinton Budget Committee.
*$3.50 per $1000.00 of taxable inventory is minimum required by law
in addition to per capita tax and salaries of district ofificers
$5.00 per $1000.00 of equalized valuation must be raised for elemen-
tary schools to qualify for state aid. The net assessment must con-
tain this amount in addition to funds raised for high school mainte-
nance and other statutory requiremens.
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board of Hopkinton District:











Mr. C. Maurice Gray, Hdm.
Mr. John L. Babson, Agr.
Miss Barbara Vogel, D. Arts
Miss Mary Andrews, Eng.
Mr. Kenneth Creighton
*Miss Ruth Pollard, U.N.H.'39
Miss Helen Thomas
Miss Ruth A. Travers
Miss Ruth L. Hoey
Miss Mary R. Tobin
Miss Eleanor Cronin
Mrs. Margaret P. Melcher
Miss Mary E. Lawrence
*Left at Christmas vacation.
Dartmouth 1928
U. of M. 1924
K. N. S. 1937
N. H. U. 1939
K. N. S. 1938
K. N. S. 1937
K. T. c. 1939
K. T. c. 1936
K. N. s. 1937
P. N. s. 1933
P. N. s. 1932
C. T. s. 1931
E. S. M. 1938
Register Summary
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High School 360 89 82.15 95.89 101 1.23 90 IS
Jr. High Gr. 8 360 20 19.38 95.82 26 1.35 18 7
Jr. High Gr. 7 360 21 19.95 95.14 30 1.51 16 4
Cont. Gr. 5-6 360 24 18.90 96.50 25 1.32 28 18
Cont. Gr. 3-4 360 40 34.04 95.12 40 1.17 24 19
Cont. Gr. 1-2 360 47 44.89 93.29 69 1.53 ^3 53
Hopk. Grammar 360 28 26.12 91.07 16 .61 25 9
Hopk. Primary 360 28 25.38 87.91 12 .61 25 26







All schools 1938-39 354 6 303 351 1.32 208
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From the above table tabulation it will be noted that
every school had the full number of half sessions required
by law. The percent of attendance has improved, and the
number of instances of tardiness has diminished. The
total number of different pupils registered in the schools of
the district was 297. In addition seven pupils attended
schools outside. There were five tuition pupils at the high
school—^this makes the number of pupils residing in the dis-
trict and attending public schools 299, a decrease of six from
last year.
During the summer of 1940, a new General Electric Auto-
matic oil burner and furnace were installed in the Hopkin-
ton Village two-room school, and a suitable metal fence put
along the side of the school grounds nearest the main high-
way. A room for the teachers was also finished in the sec-
ond story of the building. We now have at a very moder-
ate cost a two-room building with modern equipment to ac-
commodate about 70 pupils.
Early in January, 1941, a new building "30 ft. x.40 ft.
for farm shop work at the high school was started in co-
operation with the National Youth Administration. The
cost to the district is for site and materials only—a lot con-
veniently located back of the high school building was pur-
chased from Mr. Morrill of Colebrook. This building will
fill one of the long felt needs of the Agricultural classes of
the high school.
On account of lack of convenient means of darkening
the windows of the high school building, we have been un-
able to use the moving picture machine a great deal this year.
Silent moving pictures are rapidly becoming obsolete and it
is increasingly difficult to get good new films of this kind. It
probably would be most economical to trade in the machine
owned by the district for a new sound machine, while it yet
has some value.
Some new apparatus for the work in Physics was pur-
chased this year and has been very helpful in adding to the
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interest and practical value of the course. There is need
of a complete renovation of the science laboratory and the
addition of new lockers equipped with gas.
The progress made during the year, and the advancement
of the pupils has been due to the cooperation of those con-
cerned in district affairs. We thank the parents, pupils,


























ROLL OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE
For One Year
Raymond Bartlett
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HOPKINTON HIGH SCHOOL
Hopkinton, N. H,
CALENDAR FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1940-1941
First Period:
School opens Wednesday, Sept. 4, 1940




School opens Monday, Dec. 2, 1940
Closes Friday, Dec. 20, 1940—15 school days
Vacation 9 days
Third Period:
School opens Monday, Dec. 30, 1940




School opens Monday, March 3, 1941
Closes Friday, April 18, 1941—35 school days
*Easter Vacation 9 days
Fifth Period:
School opens Monday, April 28, 1941
Closes Friday, June 13, 1941—34 school days, 1
day out
DAYS OUT
Hopkinton Fair 1 day New Year's Day 1 day
N. H. S. T. A. 2 days Memorial Day 1 day
Armistice Day 1 day
*Easter vacation may be changed to meet traveling conditions.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF HOPKINTON
Fiscal Year July 1, 1939 to June 30, 1940
Receipts
State and Federal Aid
:
Smith-Hughes fed. aid (from State) $664.75
George-Deen fed. aid (from State) 363.45
State Treas., ^ travel expense
(Agr'l teacher) 57.85
$1,086.05
Income from Local Taxation
:
Raised by Selectmen $25,300.00
From Sources Other than Taxation
:
Dog licenses 262.56
High School tuitions 553.44
Sale of Tyler school 150.00
Rent of school houses 85.67
Miscellaneous receipts 8.81
$1,060.48
Total receipts from all sources $27,446.53
Cash on hand at beginning of year, July 1, 1939 1,483,48
GRAND TOTAL $28,930.01
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Disbursements
Officers' Salaries and Expenditures
:
John A. Sinclair, superintendent $320.00
J. Arthur Jones, treasurer 55.00
Lloyd S. Emerson, member sch. bd. 120.00
Lauris B. Whitman, member sch. bd. 60.00
Howell P. Campbell, member sch. bd. 30.00
Mabel F. Davis, member sch. bd. 35.00
James J. Murphy, truant officer 35.00
George M. Putnam, auditor 5.00
Elmer Bartlett, treasurer, salary
superintendent's stenographer 72.00





C. Maurice Gray, headmaster $2,100.00
John L. Babson, agriculture 1,950.00
Mary E. Andrews, languages 950.00
Barbara E. Vogel, domestic arts 1,000.00
Mary Elizabeth Lawrence, music 50.00
Junior High:
Ruth E. Pollard $395.83
Helen E. Thomas 565.00
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Grades
:
Margaret J. Melcher $1,000.00
Eleanor Cronin 1,000.00
Mary R. Tobin 1,050.00
Ruth A. Travers 950.00
Ruth L. Hoey 950.00


































Willie C. Blake 615.00
Elementary :
J. Arthur Jones $615.00







Sawyer Coal Co. $318.21
Fred J. Martin 89.25
Robert Fuller 5.00
Edward J. Densmore 5.00
Lawrence Boutwell 14.79
Astles Lumber Co. 5.00
Sawyer Coal Co. $194.70
Fred J. Martin 51.00
Robert Fuller 14.00
Edward J. Densmore 14.00
George Bailey 4.40
Astles Lumber Co. 7.00
E. J. Dearborn 18.00
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Wallace H. Tarbell, M. D. $ 5.00
Hopkinton Public Health Nursing Ass'n 45.00
Elementary
:
Wallace H. Tarbell, M. D. $15.00
Hopkinton Public Health Nursing Ass'n 235.00
Transportation of Pupils
:
James C. Mills $1,150.00
Frank N. Morrill 271.50
Everett Y. Houston 1,000.00
Francis Duclos 25.00













Arthur C. Huntoon, Inc., insurance $179.44
Arthur G. Symonds, Agt., insurance 91.76
Treas., State of N. H., per capita tax 564.00
Outlay for Const, and Equipment:
Rent of land and building $ 10.00
G. Irving Fuller, contract Hopkinton
Village School 1,103.81





Payments on principal of debt $1,000.00





Total Payments for All Purposes $28,273.58
Total Cash on hand at end of year, June 30, 1940 656.43
GRAND TOTAL $28,930.01
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BALANCE SHEET
Assets, June 30, 1940
Cash on hand, balance June 30, 1940 . $656.43
Total Assets $656.43
Excess of liabilities over assets—Net Debt $1,343.57
GRAND TOTAL $2,000.00
Liabilities, June 30, 1940
Notes outstanding : Union Trust Co. $2,000.00
Total Liabilities $2,000.00







Hopkinton, N. H., August 10, 1940.
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the book and
other financial records of the school board of Hopkinton of
which this is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1940, and find them correctly cast and properly vouched.
GEORGE M. PUTNAM,
Auditor.
Hopkinton, N. H., August 10, 1940.
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TREASURER'S REPORT OF THE HOPKINTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Fiscal Year July 1, 1939 to June 30, 1940
Detailed Statement of Receipts
1939
July 1. Cash on hand $1,4^3.48
July 13. Rent of school building 6.00
July 22. State Treas., Smith-Hughes acc't 664.75
July 22. State Treas., ^ trav. exp.(Agr. teacher) .57.85
July 26. State Treas., George-Deen acc't. 363.45
Aug. 10. Treas., Town of Webster, tuition 158.34
Aug. 10. Rent of school building 6.00
Aug. 12. Town Treasurer 2,000.00
Sept. 7. Rent of school building 6.00
Sept. 30. Town Treasurer 2,000.00
Oct. 16. Town Treasurer 2,500.00
Nov. 13. Town Treasurer 2,500.00
Dec. 2. Town Treasurer 2,500.00
Dec. 12. Treas., Town of Webster, tuition 158.04
Dec. 14. Edward E. Babb & Co., Inc., refund 6.00
Dec. 16. R. O. D. Hopkins, Tyler school 150.00
Dec. 30. Rent of school building 7.67
1940
Jan. 3. Town Treasurer 2,000.00
Jan. 3. Property damage .75
Jan. 11. A. G. Symonds, Agt., refund on ins. 1.31
Jan. 25. Rent of school building 10.00
Feb. 1. Town Treasurer 3,300.00
Feb. 26. Rent of school building 10.00
Mar. 21. Rent of school building 10.00
Mar. 22. Town Treasurer 2,500.00
Apr. 19. Rent of school building 10.00
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Apr. 22. Town Treasurer 2,500.00
May 22. Rent of school building 10.00
May 22. Treas., Town of Webster, tuition 158.04
May 27. Town Treasurer 3,500.00
May 27. Town Treasurer, dog tax 262.56
June 18. Mrs. Sharpe, tuition 79.02
June 18. Rent of school building 10.00
June 18.
rotal






Cash on hand June 30, 1939 $1,483.48
Rec'd from Selectmen, appropriations
for current year $25,300.00
Rec'd from Selectmen, dog tax 262.56
Rec'd from State Treasurer, (State
or Federal Aid) 1,086.05
Rec'd from all other sources 797.92
27,446.53
Total amount available for fiscal year
(balance and receipts) $28,930.01
Less School Board orders paid 28,273.58
Balance on hand as of June 30, 1940 $ 656.43
J. ARTHUR JONES,
District Treasurer.
Hopkinton, N. H., August 10, 1940.
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AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouch-
ers, bank statements and other financial records of the treas-
urer of the school district of Hopkinton, of which the above
is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940,
and find them correct in all respects.
GEORGE M. PUTNAM,
Auditor.
Hopkinton, N. H., August 10, 1940.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
For Year Ending June 30, 1940
To the Hopkinton School Board:
Nuniber of school visits 122
Number of school children inspected 273
Number of children found with defects 299
Number of parents notified of defects 299
Number of children having defects corrected 241
Number of home visits to school children 392
Number of children treated at optical clinic 10
Number of children treated at tonsil clinic 6
Number of pre-school children treated at tonsil clinic 5
Number of children treated at dental clinic 228
(Conducted by E. S. Cummings, D.D.S., of Warner.)
Number who made return trips 55
Number of teeth extracted—temporary 102
Number of teeth extracted—permanent 69
Number who had teeth cleaned 119
Number who had teeth filled 193
Number of teeth filled 773
We wish to express our thanks to the Contoocook Branch
of the Red Cross for their contribution of $50; and also
our great appreciation for the constant help and cooperation
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that we have received, not only from parents and various
organizations, but also from many public spirited persons.
Without this, the work would with much difficulty have
been carried on.
Respectfuly submitted,
CAROLINE EATON, R. N.
KATHERINE T. BROWN, R. N.
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HEADMASTER'S REPORT
The courses taught for this year by your headmaster were
U. S. Constitutional History, Junior Business Training,
Algebra I, and Algebra II. Algebra I was written into the
program this year because of the need of a group of seniors
and juniors which had decided to be prepared for college.
The classes in the first two courses were over forty in size
which is too big to permit the best of work. The time m.ay
soon be here when the combining of grades will prove im-
possible even in these courses.
The State of New Hampshire requires the teaching, and
passing of, U. S. History. There is a surprising amount
of pupil dislike for all history. In view of this the modern
tendency to emphasize social science even in the lower
grades seems entirely sound. Too much time has been
spent on learning a mass of non-connected facts the mastery
of which qualified one as an historical expert. Only when
these facts and political items are seen in their relation to
the lives, hates, and loves of a people can we hope for a
more intelligent citizenry. Likewise more time must be
spent on industrial and scientific history for the ability of an
industry to turn out 5,000 cars a day does much to the lives
of a people although they have their greatest influence only
when given the opportunity to a liberal use under a political
constitution guaranteeing individual freedom. An attempt
has been made to teach history from this point of view.
Likewise we all know that to teach U. S. History separate
from world implications is a most serious error. The events
of this year have brought this home to us only as hard facts
can so do. We hope that the United States and its peo-
ple are both better for the teaching of this course in our
schools.
Junior Business Training has been taught for the bene-
fit of all pupils based on worthwhile knowledge and not
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from the commercial training angle although there is enough
of the latter to aid a pupil in trying to decide on a vocation.
Too man}'- pupils are apt to be guided in the selection of a
vocation by some romantic book, or movie, and do not think
of the hours of good, hard work which are the prelude to
that position so well popularized. Perfection in human ac-
complishments is a hard goal and there are some positions
which demand perfection. Girls considering the vocations
in the business and nursing field should consider carefully
the high degree of perfection which both demand.
Algebra II is taught for those people who like mathe-
matics and who think they need it for college preparation.
No attempt is made to "sugar-coat" this course and oppor-
tunity is ofifered, although not always taken, to stretch one's
capacity and do some real work. It has been a real pleas-
ure to me, and some hard work too, to have two pupils do
more than Ij^ years work in this course. More of us
should realize that courses are designed to give the essen-
tials to the greatest number possible which a few may be
able to master easily. Hence all courses should make pos-
sible a flexible assignment and thus challenge the best minds
or those especially gifted in a particular field. No pupil has
ever been marked down because of too much work. There
is still a place in the United States for individual intellectual
curiosity and it will be a sad day when it ceases to exist or
when it is stifled when it does exist. Of course this is not
the easiest way of teaching but there seems to be no alter-
native way of doing a good job of teaching. Our courses
are becoming more and more applicable to daily life as
commonly found. This tendency is a fine thing and will
continue. Yet, the rungs of the educational ladder must
reach ever higher and be never ending.
Once again in these reports you attention is called to that
phase of education which develops, but in turn is dependent
on, that non-intellectual quality known as character. The
best mind developed to non-social and non-Christian aims
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may undermind an otherwise sound institution. Traits of
character are always in evidence in school life. The teach-
er in the small school is in a position to observe these and
know his pupil to a degree which can never be approached
by any guidance system no matter how expertly organized
or salaried. The best guidance is based on knowledge and
work of the individual teacher and not on paper charts. A
live teacher becomes aware of this the longer he remains in
the field.
No living institution should stand still and there are sev-
eral ways, some of them mentioned in past reports, in which
this school could be improved. Some of them call for money
when money may be at a premium for defense purposes.
In the last analysis a well educated and trained citizenry is
the best guarantee of a sound defense. The educational in-
stitutions of a town are one of its biggest assets.
The continued support of the many parties concerned in
maintaining our high school is greatly appreciated. We
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ENGLISH, FRENCH, AND LATIN
English
In all four classes the literature curriculum consisted of
experiences with and through the short story, biography,
novel, drama, narrative poetry, lyric poetry, and essay. The
aim of the freshman and sophomore courses was to become
acquainted with the various types of literature and the pur-
poses they serve. In the junior and senior classes, litera-
ture was approached from the point of view of becoming
acquainted with the authors and literary productions of the
different periods of a country, America in the first case and
England in the second. The correlation between literature
and social, economic, and political conditions during which
it was produced was stressed. A very important achieve-
ment in all classes was the enjoyment and appreciation.
The other aspects of an English course were by no means
neglected. The language was spoken and written with a
view to improvement and advancement. Units in various
compositions, letter writing, debating, oral topics, vocabu-
lary study, personal and written applications, punctuation,
and grammar were a few of those which helped to attain
these aims.
In two instances a lack of textbooks, of novels, necessi-
tated resorting to outside resources. From a list of sug-
gested books the pupil selected his choice and proceeded to
read at his own rate. Exercises and discussions supple-
mented the reading. This method proved very satisfactory,
for the pupils really enjoyed the books (they were not
"musts" but of their own choice) and soon books were
being circulated about the classroom and read by other
members.
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French
French was the language of the classroom as much as
possible in continuing the work of the previous year. A
review of grammar, vocabulary, and reading of simple
French started out the work. These elements, increasing in
difficulty continued to be stressed throughout the year. In
addition to the short anecdotes, history selections, and short
poems which are included in the French Book Two of the
Langauge, Literature, and Life series, two novels. Sans
Famille by Hector Malot and L'Ahhe Consfantin by Ludovic
Halevy, were thoroughly enjoyed. French culture was also
discussed.
Latin
As the course offered this year was Latin I, most of the
time was spent in learning the fundamentals of the lan-
guage. The pupils learned to pronounce correctly, read
comprehensively, and convey simple thought in Latin, writ-
ten as well as oral. By means of projects, outside reading,
and the classwork the culture and history of Rome and the
Romans were introduced.
A correlation of English derivations with Latin words
proved to be interesting and valuable. In many instances
English grammatical construction were clarified through the
study of the Latin grammar. The text used was the Grey
and Jenkins' Latin of Today.
Respectfully submitted,
MARY ANDREWS.
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HOME ECONOMICS
The two high school courses in Home Economics during
this past year were for the Freshman and Sophomores,
"Foods and Nutrition," and for the Juniors and Seniors,
"The Family and Its Members."
The units in "Foods and Nutrition" were: 1. Food Pres-
ervation; 2. Kitchen Efficiency; 3. Nutrition; 4. Breakfasts;
5. Luncheons ; 6 Dinners ; 7. Food for Children ; 8. Food
for the sick; 9. Meals for Special Occasions. As far as
possible, all work is based on meal preparation. Special
emphasis is placed in the principles of cookery and con-
sumer education.
In the course "The Family and Its Members", the units
studied were: 1. History of the Family; 2. Family Respon-
sibilities ; 3. Community Responsibilities ; 4. Home Nursing
and Emergencies; 5. Feeding the Sick; 6. First Aid; 7.
Infant and Child Care and Training; 8. Choice of Voca-
tion ; 9. Worthy Use of Leisure Time. This course is
designed to make the girls realize their responsibility to the
home and community. The girls took the National Red
Cross examination in First Aid and received their certifi-
cates. Another practical project carrier on by the girls was
the making of simple toys and play equipment for children.
As in past years each girl completed at least 120 hours
of project work at home. The purpose of these projects is
to correlate the work at school with the work at home. It
is through these projects that the girls have the opportunity
to use the knowledge obtained in class by doing many house-
hold tasks.
The courses for the seventh and eighth grade are based
on the principles of simple homemaking. Each class meets
twice a week for eighty minutes at a time. Some of the
units taught were grooming, mending, care of the home,
meal preparation, and basic principles of sewing. A few
of the articles made were holders, Christmas gift slips.
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aprons, blouses, shorts and skirt suits. The foods work, as
in high school, is based on meal preparation.
We feel that as a result of Home Economics the girls will




A vocational agriculture department is not of maximum
value to a community unless it renders community service
in addition to its regular school program.
We have carried on the spraying program for four years
successfully and this we consider a community service to
many people who have a small number of trees.
Recently we have added a smaller hand sprayer to our
equipment to meet the demand of many for whitewashing
stables, poultry houses, etc. It also gives our Future Farmer
Boys an opportunity to work and earn some money while
performing this service outside of school.
We also test a great many samples of milk and soil dur-
ing the year for people desiring this service.
Our Future Farmer organization is functioning and last
year we put on a one act April fool play entitled "Finally,
if not First", over station WFEA. In May we were hosts
for the state convention and entertained 150 F. F. A. boys
from all over the state for two days.
Our Regular Seasonal Plan of Work in Agriculture for 1939-40
Group I and II
Fall— 50
Picking, Packing and Storing Fruit 10
Marketing Fruit 7
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Judging Dairy Cattle 2
Judging Poultry ^ 4
Culling and Selecting Poultry 4
Brooder House Construction 10
Surveying and Mapping the Farm 5
Farm Drainage 5
Harvesting and Marketing Vegetables 3
Winter— 87
Feeding and Managing Dairy Heifer 6
Care of Cow at Calving Time 2
Care of Milk and Equipment 4
Construction of Milk House 3
Diseases of Dairy Cattle 8
Value and Care of Farm Manure 5
Poultry Diseases 12
Control of Forest Insects and Diseases 3
Woodlot Products 2
Woodlot Improvement and Cutting 4
Surveying and Mapping the Farm 3
Cold Metal Work 10







Establishing Garden Enterprise 5
Insects and Diseases of the Garden 2
Setting Out Pine 3
Potato Insects, Diseases and Control 5
Fertilizing the Orchard 3
Spraying the Orchard 6
Pruning the Orchard 4
Group III and IV
Fall— 45
Dehorning' Calves ' 4
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Housing Fundamentals (Pullets) 6
Judging Poultry 4
Judging Dairy Cattle 4
Protection Against Borers 3
Protection Against Rodents 3
Feeding the Dairy Calf 4
Determining Breed of Dairy Cattle 6
Keeping Records on Dairy Herd 5
Orchard Insects and Diseases 6
Winter— 81
Woodwork, Construction of Summer Shelters,
Feeders, Nests, Cabinets, etc. 30
Forage Work 8
Rope Work 4
Selecting the Breed of Sheep 10
Establishing Beef Enterprise 5
Selecting the Breed of Poultry 2
Killing and Dressing Poultry 5
Testing Milk for Butter fat 7




Pruning the Mature Orchard 4
Apple Spray Program 10
Selecting and Applying Orchard Fertilizer 4
Raising Chicks to 13 weeks of Age 8
Management of Chicks on Range 5
Selecting and Cutting Potato Seed 1
Establishing a Raspberry Enterprise 10
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS
Social Science VII.
The seventh grade Social Science class has as usual fol-
lowed and completed the Rugg course for the year. This
year the course was divided into two parts— 1. "An Intro-
duction to American Civilization" ; 2. "Changing Civiliza-
tions in the Modern World". The latter course particularly
has been stimulated by current happenings which have been
interwoven into the course. We have had as our aim a
broader understanding and tolerance of other peoples of
the world.
English VII. and VIII.
In English eight we had a very interesting unit dealing
with oral expression. This was approached from the prac-
tical point of view, trying to have each pupil realize the op-
portunities he may have for this type of thing. Introduc-
tions, telephone conversations, giving directions, telling of
jokes, persuasive ideas, parlimentary procedure, formal
speeches—these were some of the topics discussed. Each
pupil gave at least one actual example of each of these. We
sincerely feel that each pupil is at least a little better pre-
pared to participate in community life because of this unit.
Literature in both grades was enjoyed by all because of
our excellent text books—the "Prose and Poetry" Series.
Health VII.
The achievement test taken by the seventh grade in May,
showed a rather high average in Health. This is probably
due to the excellent books now in use. Stress has been laid
upon the practical aspects of community health as well as
the make-up of the body.
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B. & C, Subjects
B. & C. period this year, aside from the regular work in
SpeUing and Penmanship, has been devoted to attempting
to have each child become more adept in the fundamentals,
particularly so in the four fundamental processes in arith-
metic. We started with the basic combinations of the ten
digits in the four processes, trying to have each pupil mas-
ter these before he went to a more complicated step. Oral
examples, combining all four fundamental processes, pro-
vided an interesting method of testing.
Respectfully submitted,
HELEN E. THOMAS.
SUMMARY OF YEAR'S WORK — GRADE 8
General
The nature of the work this year in Grade 8 has been
focused on providing challenging work to meet the individ-
ual needs.
"Participation by all" has been a keynote to accelerate
this ; various class activities such as debates, interclass con-
tests and game activities have been utilized successfully.
The pupils of Grade 8 carried on a well organized routine
of class meetings which gave good practice in parliamentary
procedure in addition to the engaging in of several commu-
nity enterprises.
A class trip climaxed the school year.
The Junior High pupils were given the New Stanford
Achievement Test to compare their work with the work of
other Junior Pligh pupils of the United States. It was
gratifying to note that the class average stood high in all
subjects.
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Social Science 8
In accordance with the rapidly changing conditions of the
world a proportionate increase in the amount of current
events was provided for in Social Science classes. A week-
ly committee kept a bulletin board in good running order.
Any attitude of fair mindedness, an appreciation of the
problems of democracy and ability to read newspapers in-
telligently were the main objectives of the current event
period.
The Harold Rugg Series textbooks were used for the
bulwark of our Social Science work.
The use of the debate enhanced our work and provided
an interesting class activity.
The special report on lives of great Americans provided
a challenge for rapid workers.
The state requirements were met without exception.
Algebra 8
A wide range of ability necessitated the dividing of this
class into groups of varying ability. A majority of the
class more than met the state requirements.
Much time was spent on the fundamentals both in the
Algebra period and a special remedial period.
The equation was the center point of our work with much
attention given to problems of everyday nature.
Modern-School Algebra by Schorling-Clark-Smith was
the basic text.
Geometry 7
A new text Mathematics Through Experience by
Georges, Anderson & Morton, written especially for the
seventh grade level facilitated the work a great deal.
The pupils were given ample opportunity to express
themselves both in a written and oral manner.
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Much attention was given to board work and the actual
drawing a geometric figures at the blackboard. All pupils
both gave and received criticism from their classmates.
Science 8
A new text book series has been initiated into Grades 7
and 8, Science Problems by Beauchamp-Wayfield-West.
This text has met with favorable pupil response.
Current event work was taken up with the Popular
Science Monthly Magazine as a reference.
Some of the sample units taken up include the following
list : Force of Gravity ; Relation of Earth to Universe ; Con-
trol of Heat ; The Weather ; Man's Use of Plants and Ani-
mals ; Use of Energy ; Changes of Earth's Surface ; and
Magnetism.
Science 7
The pupils of Grade 7 were introduced to Science by as-
sociating scientific facts with the immediate surroundings.
A study of the water faucet, how to repair a leaky faucet,
and the working of the camera were steps in this direction.
Other units completed included : The World We Live in
;
Three Types of Matter ; How Heating and Cooling Changes
Materials ; Chemical and Physical Changes ; The Work of
Magnets ; Use and Control of Fire ; and How Plants and
Animals Live.
Health 8
Several units in Health and the Human Body by New-
mayer and Broorne's were completed. The main part of
this course, however, was in the discussing the hazards which
exist in school and community and the means of minimizing
them.
With New Hampshire fast becoming the leading resort
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State, I believe, and increasingly so, that the people of the
state should be prepared to meet the problems so presented.
In view of this fact vacation dangers were summarized and
discussed.
Several pupils demonstrations of prone pressure method
of artificial respiration were carried out.
Physical Education
Our school has carried forth a well rounded program of
physical education. The value of physical education is some-
what minimized in small high schools because of the lack of
proper facilities. It is hoped that the condition will soon
be relieved.
For the boys a fall schedule of touch football was*carried
out in the Central New Hampshire League in which the
boys won the championship without a defeat.
A trip to the state tournament at Durham climaxed the
winter basketball schedule.
The Junior High School enjoyed many interclass games of
basketball. A few outside games were played.
At the date of this writing a Junior High basketball team
had been organized with one game played and several
pending.
The annual Junior High Field Day was again organized
and the pupils after practicing the events for several weeks
enjoyed the wholesome competition which included games as
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